The mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation is derived from a semiclassical perspective starting from the full quantum Schrödinger equation. An asymptotic numerical scheme for solving the equation is discussed which relies on propagating swarms of interacting ''threads'' which represent the density matrix or other observable. It is demonstrated that this ''multithreads'' method performs extremely well on simple one-dimensional model systems designed to test nonadiabatic molecular dynamic methods, yielding essentially exact results for a variety of models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Great effort has been made in recent years to develop procedures that incorporate quantum transitions into a classical evolution scheme.
1- 13 The goal of mixed quantumclassical dynamical methods is to provide a simplified description of the dynamics of large systems in which quantum mechanical behavior such as tunneling, interference and level quantization is significant. For some systems, full quantum calculations such as the full multiple spawning ͑FMS͒ method are possible when quantum effects are spatially and temporally localized. 12 Although these methods are promising, it is appealing to simplify the level of description to describe the heavy particle motions in a classical framework, particularly for very large systems of biological importance.
One approach to incorporating quantum effects into a classical framework is based upon semiclassical methods, 14 such as the initial-value representation ͑IVR͒, 15 and its simplified versions ͑LSC-IVR͒. 16 Although semiclassical methods are attractive because they treat classical and quantum degrees of freedom on equal footing, accurate calculations using IVR methods tend to be computationally intensive due to slow convergence of oscillatory integrands. Furthermore, the approximations made to obtain tractable expressions for transition probabilities and time-correlation functions are fairly subtle and difficult to control. In addition, most semiclassical methods do not take advantage of the fact that the quantum interactions typically involve relatively few energy surfaces, and perhaps involve an unnecessary amount of computation.
In contrast, the mixed quantum-classical molecular approach to nonadiabatic systems separates the full system into ''classical'' and quantum subsystems which interact with one another dynamically. This separation into quantum and classical components allows important simplifications through simple approximations which are valid in particular representations of the quantum subsystem. The mixed quantum-classical formalism is usually based on either adhoc rules for the mixed quantum-classical system evolution, 2, 3 or on stationary-phase approximations of reduced path integral propagators. [5] [6] [7] 17 In practice, mixed quantum-classical methods are often implemented through a stochastic ''surface-hopping'' algorithm 18 in which the classical evolution occurs with Hellmann-Feynman forces on a single, statistically chosen adiabatic energy surface. However, as the surface-hopping rules are usually somewhat arbitrary in nature, it is difficult to define a correct set of transition rules relevant over all energy ranges.
Another promising avenue for incorporating quantum effects into classical molecular dynamics is based on the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation. 9, 10, 19, 20 This evolution equation can be obtained utilizing a systematic expansion in the ratio of the masses of the quantum and classical degrees of freedom of the exact evolution equation for the partial Wigner transformation of the density matrix. 10 In a recent article, 21 an asymptotic method of solving the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation, termed the multithreads method, was proposed. The multithreads method relies on a finite representation of the partially Wigner transformed density matrix in which a set of grid points or ''threads'' for each of the matrix elements of the density matrix evolves exactly. In this approach, the nonadiabatic transitions correspond to quantum rotations of the matrix elements and branching of the thread trajectories. The method was demonstrated to give essentially exact quantitative results for a simple proton transfer model. A similar method 9 has appeared in the literature which utilizes a different grid propagation scheme and an extrapolation method to estimate the density matrix at each time step.
In this article, we first demonstrate that an equivalent quantum-classical Liouville equation can be derived by approximating the nuclear part of the full wave function with a semiclassical wave function. In Sec. III, the multithreads solution method is examined in detail, and its performance is evaluated on standard models 3 developed specifically to test nonadiabatic molecular dynamics methods. The numerical simulations are compared to solutions obtained from the exact quantum evolution of the system as well as those obtained from other approximate methods. From the numerical studies, it is evident that the multithreads solutions converge rapidly to the exact results for a small number of total threads for all models considered. Finally, in Sec. IV we discuss briefly extensions of the solution method to large systems and compare the multi-threads algorithm to other propagation schemes.
II. THE MIXED QUANTUM AND CLASSICAL DENSITY MATRIX AND THE SEMICLASSICAL APPROXIMATION

A. The quantum-classical Liouville equation
The correct form of the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation was suggested by Boucher and Traschen 19 by examining the simplest evolution equation for a mixed quantum-classical system consistent with a set of natural requirements for a semiclassical theory which extends both quantum and classical systems. It has subsequently been derived in a systematic fashion using both algebraic structures 20, 22 and Wigner transform methods. 9, 10 For the sake of completeness, we outline how the quantum-classical Liouville equation can be obtained by partial Wigner transform techniques.
Consider a general quantum system consisting of n quantum particles of mass m and N particles of mass M with a Hamiltonian of the form,
where P , p , Q , and q are vectors of momentum and position operators of the classical and quantum degrees of freedom.
The total potential energy V may be written as V q (q ) ϩV cl (Q )ϩV co (Q ,q ), where the subscripts refer to the quantum, classical and coupling terms in the potential energy. The evolution of any dynamical observable B is given by the Heisenberg equation,
In order to focus on the limit in which the particles with mass M, with M ӷm, are treated classically, it is convenient to perform a partial Wigner transform of Eq. ͑2͒ with respect to the classical degrees of freedom Q defined as
where R is the coordinate representation of the operator Q . Note that B w (R, P) is still an operator in the quantum subspace. In the limit in which the masses of the bath ͑classical͒ particles are much larger than the quantum particle masses, a small parameter ϭ(m/M ) 1/2 may be defined and used to perturbatively order terms 10 in the equations of motion for a partially Wigner transformed dynamical observable B w (R, P). If terms up to first order in ⑀ are retained in the full equation of motion, a Liouville equation for the mixed quantum-classical system is obtained,
where the Poisson bracket notation in Eq. ͑4͒ signifies
and the partial Wigner transform of the Hamiltonian is
͑6͒
It is important to note that in Eq. ͑4͒, total energy is conserved by construction regardless of the choice of quantum subsystem representation. Similarly, the evolution equation for the partial Wigner transform w of the full density matrix ͑henceforth abbreviated PWTDM͒ can be written as
The mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation can be represented in an arbitrary time-independent basis which depends parametrically on the classical coordinates R as
where
with F ␣␤ (R)ϭϪ͗␣ٌ͉ R V w (R)͉␤͘. In Eq. ͑9͒, D ␣␤ (R) ϭ͗␣ٌ͉ R ͉␤͘ is the nonadiabatic coupling matrix in the timeindependent basis.
B. A wave function approach and the WKB approximation
The mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation is suited specifically for systems where some degrees of freedom need to be treated quantum mechanically while the remaining degrees of freedom obey classical evolution equa-tions. Generally speaking, one considers light particles with long thermal wavelengths to be more ''quantum'' in nature, while heavy particles exhibit more classical behavior. This is by no means a clear distinction as very often particles play a dual role; a classical particle in one situation can have wavelike properties under other conditions. It is therefore important to examine the criteria which determine the nature of the system. To this end, it is useful to start from a full quantum wave function for the entire system, then select certain degrees of freedom and examine how these degrees of freedom become classical when their corresponding masses becomes relatively large. This may be accomplished by utilizing a WKB expansion to approach the semiclassical limit. In this section we show that a mixed quantum and classical density matrix which satisfies the same quantum Liouville equation as the PWTDM can be obtained from semiclassical arguments.
The full quantum wave function can be written as
where l (r;R) is an orthonormalized local quantum basis which may depend parametrically on the spatial coordinates of the heavy particles R, and l (R;t) is the heavy particle wave function. In general, the total Hamiltonian can be written in terms of a Hamiltonian H q (r) for the quantum subsystem, the kinetic energy operator T c (R) for the heavy particles, and the potential energy term V c (r,R) which describes the interactions between the heavy particles and the interactions between the light and heavy particles, H ϭH q (r)ϩT c (R)ϩV c (r,R). The choice of the quantum subsystem basis l (r) is arbitrary. Typically one chooses either a diabatic basis that diagonalizes H q (r),
or an adiabatic basis that diagonalizes H q (r)ϩV c (r,R),
In the equations above, r and R stand for vectors of arbitrary dimension and the kinetic energy operator for the classical degrees of freedom is
Insertion of Eq. ͑12͒ into the Schrödinger equation and projecting onto the l subsystem basis set yields the evolution of the timedependent wave function for the heavy particles,
Unlike the usual WKB approximation in which the Schrödinger equation is expanded in powers of ប, we wish to approach the semiclassical limit by applying the small
Ӷ1, where m and M are the mass of the quantum and classical particles respectively. However it is straightforward to establish by scaling arguments that expanding Eq. ͑15͒ in terms of is equivalent to expansion in powers of ប. 23 Noting the fact that both the variables R and t in Eq. ͑15͒ are on a ''classical'' scale due to the short thermal wavelength of the classical degrees of freedom, we introduce the scaled variables RЈϭR and tЈϭt. In the scaled variables RЈ and tЈ, Eq. ͑15͒ becomes
clear that expanding the Schrödinger equation in powers of ប is equivalent to expanding in the small parameter .
To obtain semiclassical equations for the system, we rewrite the total wave function ⌿ as
where Ŵ is a nonzero, spatially-dependent operator in the quantum subspace which satisfies Ŵ † ϭŴ and
By substituting Eq. ͑17͒ into the Schrödinger equation ͑15͒ and expansion to order ប 0 yields the matrix equation
Since Eq. ͑20͒ holds for arbitrary l 0 and the matrix T k Ј l is invertible by construction, Eq. ͑20͒ implies the operator equation
Next we define the momentum operator P ϭٌ R Ŵ , whose time evolution equation can be easily found from Eq. ͑21͒,
where we have introduced the force operator defined by F ϭϪٌ R V (R). Note that the solution of Eq. ͑22͒ is determined when the operator P (R,tЈ) is specified at all R for some time tЈ. In order to obtain the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation, we define the row vector X(R,t) ϭ( 1 (R,t), 2 (R,t),..., L (R,t)) and the density matrix Q (R,t)ϭX(R,t)X ϩ (R,t), where L is the dimension of the quantum subspace and the j (R,t) are defined in Eq. ͑12͒. Utilizing Eq. ͑17͒, it is straightforward to obtain the WKB expression for the time evolution of the density matrix Q (R, P (R,t),t),
where (Â B ) s denotes the symmetrized product 1/2(Â B ϩB Â ). Equation ͑23͒ describes the evolution of the density matrix at fixed spatial coordinate R and depends on the matrix elements P lm (R,t) of the time-evolving operator P (R,t). Note that the dependence of the solution Q on the operator P (R,t) implies that it relies on all the matrix elements P lm (R,t), which are obtained from Eq. ͑22͒ for a given boundary condition. Furthermore, changing the functional form of the boundary condition for the evolution of P (R,t) leads to different evolution of the density matrix Q . The mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation ͑7͒, on the other hand, describes the evolution of the density matrix at fixed scalars R and P. According to the chain rule, the partial derivative of Q for fixed matrix elements of P (R,t)ϭ P can be written as
Finally, we define the generalized distribution
͑25͒
where the functional integral ͐D͓ P ͔ denotes a functional integral over all matrix elements P lm (R) of the operator P (R,t), Z is a normalization factor and Î is the unit matrix. It is possible to define other generalized distributions which are consistent with the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation. Using Eqs. ͑22͒-͑25͒, the evolution of the generalized distribution is
which is the result of the previous section.
III. THE MULTIPLE THREAD ALGORITHM AND SIMULATIONS ON MODEL SYSTEMS
A. Formulation of the multithreads algorithm
The advantage of solving Eq. ͑8͒ instead of the full quantum wave function is that many degrees of freedom are now represented in a classical phase space, and the original multidimensional quantum problem is reduced to solving the simplified coupled evolution equations for the quantum and classical subsystems. The solution of Eq. ͑8͒ is by no means trivial, however, since the classical and quantum-mechanical degrees of freedom interact dynamically so that fluctuations in one system affect the other. 19 In order to minimize the interactions between the subsystems, the basis representing the quantum subspace should be carefully chosen such that the classical and the quantum part are separated as much as possible. One good choice of basis to effectively decouple the quantum and classical evolution is the force basis. 21 In what follows, we discuss a numerical scheme based on the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation for the PWTDM w in the force basis. In this approach, the density matrix is described by an ensemble of matrices following classical trajectories. We will show that through a scheme that requires nothing more than a simple MD propagation and a quantum rotation for each time step, one can achieve asymptotic solutions that agree remarkably well with the exact results for simple model systems.
The fundamental assumption of the multithreads method is that for the time intervals which are of physical interest, w is localized within a finite volume ⍀ of classical phase space over which its matrix elements represented in a quantum basis are relatively smooth. Under these conditions, a finite number of matrices located at a set of discrete grids points in classical phase space, ͕ j (R j , P j ,t)͖, jϭ1,2,...,L, can be found which can approximately represent the exact density matrix to any desired accuracy when L is sufficiently large,
For a rank M density matrix, there are M (M ϩ1)/2 independent elements which require as many functions to describe their spatial variation. Each function corresponds to a hypersurface in the phase space labeled by the quantum indices, which, in the representation above, is approximated by a set of L discrete grid points. The finite representation of a hypersurface as a set of grid points can be regarded as a hypergrid.
Inserting the finite representation of w in Eq. ͑27͒ into the Liouville equation ͑7͒ yields
where iL Q , iL R , and iL P are the Liouville operators for the quantum and the classical phase space defined in Eqs. ͑9͒-͑11͒. In the basis that diagonalizes the force operator F , Eq. ͑30͒ can be rewritten as
where f ␣ is the force eigenvalue, F w ͉␣͘ϭf ␣ ͉␣͘. In the absence of the quantum rotation, different hypersurfaces decouple, which implies that grids for different quantum indices ␣,␤ of the PWTDM evolve independently and the value of density matrix element remains constant while the grid coordinate propagates along a classical trajectory. However, the presence of quantum rotations introduces coupling between the surfaces and leads to nontrivial evolution of the matrices j . In order to examine how grid weights evolve, it is instructive to look at the formal solution of Eq. ͑28͒ for a single time step,
where (R i , P i ) denotes the density matrix arranged in a supervector form and iL Q is a supermatrix representing the quantum Liouville operator. The supermatrix iL Q is determined by the nonadiabatic coupling matrix D, and approaches the unit operator as D→0. The operand on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑32͒ is the supervector for a particular hypersurface and contains only one nonzero matrix element of vector index i. As a result of the quantum operation, the final state on the left-hand side will generally have as many nonzero elements as its dimension. These include a nonzero value with the same vector index i as the nonzero element of the initial state, as well as nonzero values at ͑possibly͒ all other indices j i. Note that the matrix elements corresponding to indices j i are higher order in ⌬t. It is convenient to call the original nonzero index i the primary term, and the other indices j secondary terms. As grid points are grouped by matrix indices, the secondary terms are new grid points that belong to other hypersurfaces. Thus the effect of the quantum rotation is to generate new grid points, or threads on all the hypergrids. If initially all hypergrids representing the density matrix elements contain equally l grid points, then after one quantum rotation the total number of grid points or threads will increase by a factor of M (M ϩ1)/2 as each hypergrid will contain M (M ϩ1)/2ϫl grid points after regrouping. Thus it is clear that the total number of threads grows by a factor of M (M ϩ1)/2 each time a quantum rotation occurs, which very rapidly becomes overwhelmingly large. On the other hand, since the function the weighted grid points represent is localized and sufficiently smooth by assumption, it can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a finite number of grids. Therefore, from a practical point of view, many new grids generated by the quantum rotation are redundant. This suggests a procedure 21 in which the less relevant grids ͑threads͒ are absorbed by ͑combined with͒ the more relevant ones. Thus the new grid generation, or thread ''branching,'' is counterbalanced by rules to reduce the total number of threads to a manageable level.
Obviously the key to formulating an effective algorithm is the manipulation of the threads to best describe the evolving hypersurfaces while maintaining a finite number of total threads. The most obvious thread reduction rule is to combine threads which are nearby in classical phase space. If the elements of the density matrix are sufficiently smooth functions in a particular region on the hypersurfaces, only a few grid points are necessary in that region to approximate the function with reasonable accuracy. Therefore if two threads approach one another in the smooth region on a hypersurface, one is likely to be redundant and can be dropped from the hypergrid or absorbed by the other thread. The simplest way to implement a thread reduction procedure is to find and order all nearest thread pairs and then to combine as many threads as necessary to maintain a constant number of total threads. As the propagation time between branching events and the total number of threads determine the threshold distance for combining threads, the time step can be dynamically adjusted to maintain energy conservation for a given number of threads. Alternatively, the total number of threads can be varied for a given time step until energy conservation and convergence of observables is observed. In terms of computational expense, the procedure has two components which scale differently with the total number of threads. One part consists of the potentially costly task of constructing the adiabatic matrix elements and coupling terms, which scales linearly with the number of threads. The other part consists of a searching algorithm to identify adjacent threads. Typically, such algorithms scale as the square of the total number of threads for small numbers of threads, although sophisticated routines may reduce the computational cost to some extent. These simple rules have been tested and shown to work remarkably well, even in strongly nonadiabatic systems or systems with low kinetic energy where tunneling is important. 21 As an alternative to these rules, one can use considerations of the conservation laws to construct other thread combination rules to improve the accuracy or efficiency of the method. For example, instead of letting one thread absorb another, a new thread can be generated as a result of combining the two adjacent threads, with the new thread placed to best maintain the conservation laws. To illustrate how thread combination rules can be based on conservation principles, suppose we have two nearby threads 1 ␣␤ and 2 ␣␤ at classical phase space positions (R 1 , P 1 ) and (R 2 , P 2 ), respectively. Local population conservation requires that Tr ЈϭTr 1 ϩTr 2 , where Ј is the density matrix associated with the new thread, which suggests the superposition rule, Јϭ 1 ϩ 2 . Note that as the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix are complex numbers, the superposition rule specifies that the imaginary part of the density matrix for the combined thread is obtained by adding the imaginary parts of the combining threads. It is possible that other phase combination rules which are consistent with the linearity of the quantum Liouville equation are equally useful. In addition to the combination of the matrices at nearby grid points, a rule to specify the placement of the thread in phase space must be adopted. For the case of the threads representing the diagonal elements of the density matrix ␣␣ ␦ ␣␤ , we propose that the placement of the thread should be determined by the equation Tr(x Ј)ϭTr(x 1 1 )ϩTr(x 2 2 ), where x is the phase space coordinate. For the case when ␣ ␤, however, a suitable thread combination rule is less obvious. For the numerical studies presented in the next section, the weighted phase point average xϭ(
has been used, although other prescriptions for combining threads on hypersurfaces corresponding to off-diagonal matrix elements of w are likely to work as well.
B. Results on model systems
We have tested the simple thread combination rules elaborated in the previous section on model two level systems recently studied by other authors. 2, 3, 7, 24 These models have been devised specifically to test particular quantum scattering features which mixed quantum-classical simulations must reproduce. 3 In all the tests, the results of the multithreads algorithm are compared to exact ͑converged͒ quantum calculations of the models which were carried out using fast Fourier transform ͑FFT͒ methods on a grid of 4096 points. For the quantum calculations, the initial wave function was a Gaussian wave packet of momentum បk centered at R 0 ,
where ϭ2.5176 a.u. and M ϭ2000 was the nuclear mass of the particle. The multithreads calculations were carried out by propagating the initial partially-transformed Wigner density matrix represented by a finite number of threads ͓see Eq. ͑27͔͒. In general, no more than several hundred threads were used to represent the density matrix. The propagation time step for both the quantum and multithreads calculation was set to be on the order of 1 a.u. to ensure energy conservation.
Dual avoided crossing model
The dual avoided crossing model is composed of two diabatic surfaces intersecting twice, 3 with the couplings leading to quantum interference which produces oscillations in transition probability as a function of initial energy. The complicated quantum interference pattern makes the model a rigorous test for quantum-classical dynamics, particularly in the low energy regime where tunneling is important. The diabatic potentials and coupling, expressed in atomic units, are
In the quantum dynamics simulation of this model, an adiabatic ground-state wave packet starting in the asymptotic region R 0 ϭϪ8 a.u. propagates toward the region of coupling of the diabatic surfaces whereupon it is partially transmitted through the coupling region with populations in the ground and excited state and partially reflected back, again with populations in the ground and excited state. The detailed dynamics of the system can be probed by calculating the probability of transmission and reflection in the ground and excited states. In Fig. 1 the results of the exact quantum and multithreads calculation for the probability of transmission in the ground state are plotted as a function of the logarithm of the initial energy. For the parameters specified for this model, however, the exact quantum calculation reveals negligible reflection. The multithreads results were obtained using 300 threads propagating from the initial phase point (R 0 ,បk). For the runs at low energy it was necessary to reduce the time steps by a factor of 5 in the region of strong nonadiabatic coupling to maintain energy conservation. Each multithread calculation took a few minutes on a DEC Alpha 21164 workstation. As is evident from Fig. 1 , the agreement of the multithreads calculation with the quantum calculation is within 1% over the entire energy range, including the low energy regime where tunneling is prominent. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the multithreads calculation is also capable of reproducing all the Stueckelberg oscillations that result from the quantum interference due to the nonadiabatic couplings, including the oscillation at low energy. In contrast, the MDET method of Tully and co-workers 3 and the mean-field with surface hopping method ͑MFSH͒ of Prezhdo and Rossky 2 show more significant deviation from the exact results, particularly at low energies. The deviations in their results from the exact results are likely due to the surfacehopping rule, which relies on classical energy conservation rules which are violated at low energies. Similarly, the multiple-spawning method of Martínez and co-workers 24 show deviations on the order of 10% in the low energy region. In order to demonstrate the rapid convergence of the multithreads method, in Fig. 2 the ground state population as a function of the time-evolving expectation value of the spatial coordinate is plotted along with the exact FFT solution of the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation for a very narrow initial distribution initially centered at RϭϪ8.0 a.u. and បkϭ17 a.u. From Figs. 2 and 3 , in which the average trajectory is plotted for a number of different maximum thread values, it is evident the method converges quickly for this model, giving converged results for as few as 300 threads. 
Extended coupling with reflection model
The second model system considered here is comprised of two nearly degenerate energy surfaces coupled by a strong interaction with significant spatial extent. 2, 3 The diabatic potentials and coupling for the system in atomic units are V 1 ϭϪV 2 ϭϪ0.0006 and
The model is designed to simulate the case in which an initially localized wave packet splits into two parts upon entering the coupling region, where the part of the wave function on the excited adiabatic surface is reflected while the wave function on the ground state is transmitted. In Fig. 4 , the results of the exact quantum calculation of the ground state transmission probability, ground state reflection probability and excited state reflection probability are plotted as a function of the initial momentum of the wave packet along with results from the multithreads calculation ͑unconnected circles͒. For the quantum dynamics calculation, the initial wave packet was centered in the asymptotic region with R 0 ϭϪ12.0 a.u., while the multithreads calculation was performed by averaging over 100 realizations of the multithread evolution, with each realization starting from a classical phase point (R 0 , P 0 ) drawn independently from the initial semiclassical distribution w . Each realization of the evolution showed convergent results for a maximum thread number of 100. As is evident from Fig. 4 , the multithreads results agree perfectly with the exact results within statistical uncertainties associated with drawing from the initial distribution. The uncertainties arise due to the influence of the width of the semiclassical distribution in momentum, which is particularly significant in the region near kϭ28 a.u., where the reflection probabilities drop rapidly to zero. Note that in contrast to other mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics methods, there is no evidence of artificial oscillations in the reflection probabilities.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The multithreads algorithm has performed remarkably well on model systems at relatively little computational cost. The numerical simplicity and efficiency of the method can be attributed to the local nature of the procedure, where all quantities required at each time step are computed locally spatially and temporally. In methods incorporating similar ideas, such as the FMS algorithm of Martínez and co-workers, 12 time-consuming calculations of overlap matrices of evolving basis functions must be calculated which detract from their efficiency. In the current method, the use of the force representation decouples the density matrix evolution from the evolution of the grid points, and the interaction between matrix elements appears in the form of thread branching and recombination. In this sense, the threads interact with one another dynamically as the system evolves. In contrast, Martens and co-workers 9 propose a method of solution of the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation in which an ensemble of classical trajectories is evolved in the adiabatic basis according to classical equations corresponding to a Hamiltonian for that matrix element. Each trajectory in the ensemble for a particular matrix element is independent of all others and depends only on the initial phase space point. To describe the evolution of the density matrix, the weight of the each of the trajectories in the ensemble is calculated at each time step through an interpolation scheme.
Although one is generally interested in expectation values and moments of the density matrix, the time-dependent weights of each of the trajectories for the density matrix elements can be used to reconstruct the phase-space structure of the elements of the density matrix for low dimensional systems by broadening the delta-function distributions to narrow Gaussians of finite width in the representation of the density matrix. This approach has been demonstrated to give excellent agreement with exact distribution functions for a one-dimensional nonadiabatic model 13 using a similar propagation scheme.
For all numerical schemes the moment of truth comes when they are applied to a real problem, such as the dynamics of a chemical reaction involving a large number of classical degrees of freedom. Such studies are currently underway. However we anticipate that the present algorithm will scale nicely with dimension due to the fact that for short time intervals, the propagation of the momenta governed by the operator iL P ͓see Eq. ͑11͔͒ can be decomposed through a Trotter expansion into the equations of motion for each classical degree of freedom. For example, suppose R represents the multidimensional spatial vector Rϭ(r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N ), and F i is the force matrix associated with r i . If the force matrices ͕F i ͖ do not commute with one another, then the momenta for all noncommuting degrees of freedom must be updated in consecutive steps, each one along one classical r i and P i direction. In addition, the density matrix must be transformed into the appropriate force representation before each step. Since each propagation in P i direction involves one branching transformation, there will be a total N branching events for N dimensions. For an intrinsically quasi-onedimensional system in which the spread in phase space is localized along a few degrees of freedom determined by the directional off-diagonal coupling matrix D, the thread combination rules will guarantee that the threads will remain concentrated along a few main paths. Furthermore, although the transformations to different force representations must be done frequently, each transformation requires little computational work since the quantum subspace is small for problems involving only a few adiabatic energy surfaces.
The multithreads algorithm for systems of high dimensionality is much simpler when the force matrices F i commute. For many systems of physical interest, the majority of classical degrees of freedom are either uncoupled or weakly coupled to the quantum subsystem. For these degrees of freedom, the force matrices F i either commute or have no quantum character. If all the force matrices commute, a single transformation can diagonalize all the force matrices and the propagation in the phase space can be done in a single step. An interesting possibility is a system where the quantum subspace is reducible, and each reduced subspace couples to certain classical degrees of freedom. To date, only the most simple thread combination rules have been used in our simulations. For a more complicated multidimensional problem, it is likely that more sophisticated thread combination rules will lead to improved performance of the algorithm.
